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do agree with Dan that adults can make up their minds about social issues. As a 
future teacher, however, he has an obligation to ensure chat none of his students 
feel marginalized or devalued. The learning activities and readings I plan in my 
class are an attempt to help everyone recognize that LGBTQ students are dispro
portionately marginalized in our schools and that it's our job to be aware of and 
rectify chis, even if chis seems in conflict with one's personal beliefa. 

Carol: Katie, I share your concern about marginalization. Indeed, my desire 
is that every student in every classroom feel accepted, valued, and included; but 
deliberately focusing on specific socially defined categories as points of discussion 
and instruction expects chat teachers will choose literature so that various identi
ties are represented. Those choices have the potential to create situations in which 
ocher identities are excluded ;  consciously including literature that focuses on a 
particular identity may unknowingly create gaps so that we offer a nod of approval 
for one group while marginalizing another. Are we, in our honest attempts to in
clude all students in our classes, actually creating new groups of students who are 
excluded?  Perhaps we are not, but we need to be aware char we could. 

Katie: Our curriculum design will always reveal our perspectives based on 
what we choose to include and what we choose to omit. I certainly wouldn't ad
vocate chat teachers select a text with LGBT content solely for chat reason, nor 
that teachers discuss the text as if it were "the LGBT text" with no other content 
or literary features worthy of study. Instead, my hope is that English teachers will 
include texts chat represent a range of experiences and voices in their curriculums. 
For example, several semesters ago, one of my English methods students designed 
a unit of study around the central theme of "love." When we met to discuss her 
instructional design, I noticed chat all of the literature she had selected for this 
unit depicted heterosexual romantic love. I pointed chis out to her, and then we 
proceeded to brainstorm other types ofloving relationships that she might be able 
to include in her curricuJum ( e.g., love between family members, love between 
friends-regardless of sexual orientation-and, yes, romantic love between gay, 
lesbian, and bisexual couples). It's not so much about selecting texts based on sex
ual orientation/gender expression of their characters or authors; it's more about 
asking (pre-service) teachers to reflect on their text selections to determine if there 
are possibilities for representing a broader range of experiences and perspectives. 

Vignette #2: As class begins, William, who is usually chipper and participa
tory) is instead sullen and withdrawn. lie r�(uses to make eye contact with me or 
his classmates during the read-alouds and subsequent discussions. In order to connect 
with rVilliam, I break the dass into small groups.for a learning activity and sit down 
beside him, asking, '1s everything olu,y ?" William respond, that he doesn't.feel com-

fartable sharing his perspective during the class discu,55ion, "My religion has taught 
me that the LGBT lifestyle is not acceptable, and I don't plan to teach content related 
to LGBT issues 01· do anything to make it seem like !support that lifestyle." I ask Wil
liam how his future students might.feel if they don't see themselves or pai-t of their 
identity revealed in class texts or ideas or even contributions in history and in literary 
works (e.g., Langston Hughes3, Virginia Woolf', Tennessee Williams5, Audre Lord6).

William responds that he would make sure other parts of his students' identities are 
represented in the literature instead and then asks why we don't make more of an ej� 
fort to help all people who .feel marginalized: "I've been overweight all my life; people 
make judgments about me, and !just have to deal with it." 

Katie: My personal beliefs and N CTE and NEA support the teaching of 
LGBTQ issues in  K-12 schools and teacher education programs. But how do I do 
chis in my own teacher preparation program without silencing or disparaging my 
students' religious/personal beliefs regarding sexual orientation and gender vari
ance ? I want my classroom co be a space where all perspectives are understood and 
valued. In William's case, I can accept his discomfort teaching LGBTQ content, 
but I am concerned about his claim that he doesn't want his actions or words to 
show support for LGBTQ identities because I wonder what that will look like in 
his classroom. Will he turn a blind eye when smdents (or colleagues) use anti
LGBT language, or will he specifically address those slurs while advocating for 
the safety and inclusion of all his students ? "Ihac he specifically mentions chat 
he "just [has] to deal with" judgments about his weight leads me to think that he 
will expect the same from students who are teased or stereotyped for any number 
of reasons, including perceived LGBT status. My hope, however, is that William 
would take an anti position in which he addresses anti-LG BT language, just as he 
would address any hurtful or derogatory language in his classroom. 

Carol: Like you, I want each student-William, who has issues related to 
weight; lesbian, Christian, and pagan students; prom queens and chess players
to feel free to express reasoned, kindly-stated viewpoints. Teachers must work to 
provide a place for chat kind of teacher and student talk, yet, from time to time, I 
sense that one student or another is unable to speak freely. Certainly, as I orches
trate classes, I sometimes fail to recognize when I or a student has said something 
that makes another student shut down. That lack is what I must be aware of and 
must guard against. Still, I know chat occasionally a class discussion or my teach
ing will produce a misstep. What I need at that point is lrnowledge sufficient to 

3 http:/  /lgbthistorymonth.com/langston-hnghes ?tab=bi ography 

4 http :// lgbthistorymonth.com/virginia�woolf?tab=biography 

5 http:/  /lgbthistorymonth.com/ tennessee�williams ?tab=biograpI1y 

6 httn : / IIP-hthistorvmonth .com / :m<lre:-lor<le ?t:1h:::::hio1.1r:mhv 
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